Evaluation of the insulin jet injector as a potential source of infection.
In recent years jet injection of insulin has been widely used by patients with diabetes mellitus. Jet injectors may become contaminated by bacteria because of repeated use without cleaning; cleansing every 2 weeks is recommended. We investigated the occurrence of bacterial contamination by culturing jet injectors in everyday use by 19 patients with diabetes. Swabs from the interior chambers were cultured on blood agar plates. Only one of 20 cultures yielded bacterial growth, and the organism recovered was a presumed contaminant that could not be identified as any common pathogen. No study patient, nor any of more than 70 patients whom we instructed in jet injection, showed any clinical evidence of infection attributable to jet injector use. Jet injectors are unlikely to become colonized by bacteria or to cause infection in patients using them for insulin administration. The low rate of colonization may be due to the antibacterial preservatives added to commercial preparations of insulin. Additional data based on larger numbers of patients would be useful in further clarifying the risk of infection associated with jet injectors.